
SCP Mod For Minecraft PE
 

Download SCP mod for Minecraft PE: Get acquainted with strange locations, creatures, and

objects!
 

SCP mod for MCPE
 

This abbreviation is interpreted as Secure, Include, Protect. It’s a fictional group. Its activities

consist of the content material of abnormal beings, locations, phenomena, objects.
 

On the whole, all of those objects are called SCP objects in Minecraft Pocket Edition
 

Creations
 

This addon adds each monsters and extraordinary folks to Minecraft PE.
 

There are lots of, so not all shall be described.
 

SCP-682
 

It is brief in height however has a protracted body coated in blood. It has a million units of

well being, making it nearly immortal in MCPE.
 

His strike alone is sufficient to inflict deadly harm, making his murder even harder.
 

It is suggested to try to attack with firearms.
 

SCP-1048
 

It is initially a friendly and harmless teddy bear in Minecraft PE. Nevertheless, it's necessary

to follow the method.
 

After accumulating a sure number of buddies, SCP-1048 turns into an enormous bear that

won't thoughts killing the player.
 

People
 

They're divided into a number of courses: D-class, researchers, scientists, defenders, rebels.

Also, with this SCP addon in Minecraft Bedrock Edition, nine-tailed foxes and their

commander are added.
 

These creatures can be tamed with gold bars.
 

Generations
 

Another equally exciting part of this SOP addon is the development. again of them: the
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inspiration, the camp of soldiers, and the base of Chaos.
 

For the SCP Addon to work in Minecraft PE, it is important to incorporate an experimental

play mode in world settings.
 

SCP Unity
 

This mod adds a whole lot of content material to MCPE from SCP Unity. As well as, a

massive number of mobs, items, and blocks have been carried out. For example, SCP-174-

U, SCP-066-U, SCP-772-U, and different bizarre creatures await you.
 

There can be a wet floor plate in the Uniti SPC, coloured barrels, and Lego blocks. Moreover,

the addon developer added varied photos with logos of the corporate.


